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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have always been curious about technology especially when it comes to lighting. My responsibility as a designer is to take technology, incorporate it into products that are functional and beautiful. Today I would like to share with you some of my thoughts and experiences with OLED technology. I first encountered OLED panels in the late 1980s when I was looking for a small low power light source to use in a task lamp. I think those panels were being used for back lighting. After that I have not experimented with them until 2012.



What makes designing with OLEDs attractive 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a product designer there are a number of things that make OLEDs intriguing light sources to incorporate into light fixtures. They are new and different and as a designer I want to use the latest, coolest technology in my products.



EVEN DIFFUSE LIGHT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I strive to achieve even light distribution in my fixture designs so having panels with no hot spots to contend with is a benefit.When comparing light from LEDs to OLEDs it’s like listening to Punk rock as to a symphony.



THIN PROFILE 
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Presentation Notes
Today the trend is toward clean, slim minimalistic forms so the OLED profile fits right in with that aesthetic.



NEW FORM FACTORS 
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Presentation Notes
OLED manufactures have shown all kinds of wonderful shapes this is just a sample of what I have seen but none of them were being made as standard but if we bought enough of them they would make whatever shape I wanted. I would have loved to get my hands on some of the larger panels which would be useful in commercial fixtures. It seems that they are difficult to manufacture because of the equipment needed to build them or power required to evenly illuminate them is too much for the PCB.



FLEXIBLE 
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Presentation Notes
Flexibility of panels increases the vocabulary of possible fixture shapes. Unfortunately they have been slow to come. We are still waiting for our first truly flexible panel. We have been promised we will have some soon.



NO HEATSINKING REQUIRED 
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Presentation Notes
Unlike LEDs, not having a heat sink allows me to develop slim profiles in my fixture design.



CLEAR WHEN OFF 
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Presentation Notes
Having a transparent window in a light source opens possibilities to have unique looks to the fixture when lit and unlit. I have yet to get my hands on one of these panels. I have heard they require a lot of power to produce light and are inefficient.
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Presentation Notes
When working with low voltage reduces the need for electrical enclosures and I can incorporate smaller diameter wire. This enables me to maintain slender profiles and eliminate bulky power supply wires. 



Challenges Designing with OLEDs 
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Presentation Notes
As with all new technologies there will be problems. While OLEDs are developing into a viable light source there are a number of factors that make them difficult to work with. That is why we are starting out conservatively with a few fixtures and see if problems will develop.



PANEL COST 
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Presentation Notes
Before there were LEDs we have not had to include the cost of a light source in the price of a fixtures so an expensive source is a double whammy.The cost has declined steadily from the first panel I bought but still need to decline further to be in line with other light sources. Because there is no need for thermo management and lens it helps offset some of the expense of the panels. 



LOW LUMEN OUTPUT 
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Presentation Notes
I am in the business of providing light and if I can’t produce a fixture with enough luminous flux to illuminate the intended space I won’t be able to sell it no matter what the panel cost.  If OLEDs cannot obtain a respectable amount of light output they will become just a high priced novelty item.



PANEL SIZES ARE NOT 
STANDARD AND CONTINUE 
TO CHANGE QUICKLY 
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Presentation Notes
It is difficult to produce products without having standard OLEDs to work with. We spend a considerable amount of time and money testing a fixture before it goes into production and when a unique light source is no longer available we have to have the product retested for every new light source in order to maintain its safety listing.It’s not just changing sizes but drivers and power as well.



HEAT DISSIPATION 
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Presentation Notes
There is heat associated with OLEDs so you need to provide some air circulation around panels and drivers.To prove this one of our engineers stacked 9 panels and drivers in a wood box turned it on and before he could take the first reading the drivers went over temperature. He then tried a 6 sided cube with drivers inside and that went over temperature as well. In his third attempt he created a cube with one open side and with that design there was enough air flow to keep the drivers cool. 



FRAGILE 
Panels that break or crack 

Broken leads 
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Presentation Notes
The glass panels we have been using have been prone to cracking especially the flexible ones. Take note of manufactures max bend radius and plan on bending less than the max. We are having a lot of problems with lead wires breaking, due in part on how they need to bend to fit in a fixture how they connect to the panels and the fine gage of the wire.



WIRE MANAGEMENT 
AND CONNECTING TO 
POWER SUPPLIES 
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Presentation Notes
Soldered on connectors are time consuming during the fixture assembly process and need to be insulated from other metal components. The example above had 2 uninsulated metal conductors crimped to the edge of the glass. This design made it difficult to enclose the panel in a metal housing. Quick connects are a better solution but we have had problems with wires coming out of the connectors. Poke in connectors on the OLED board would be a better solution. They enable variable lead length, replacement of broken wires and higher durability. Dimming and power conductors can be a hassle to manage in a small housing.



WORKING WITH PANELS, 
DRIVERS AND POWER 
SUPPLIES 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I first got these OLEDs and saw the small driver I was excited. It would be easy hide a driver that small. I soon realized that that driver needed a low voltage source. So now I need to contend with 2 boxes, not so excited anymore. The manufacture also offered line voltage driver that would take the place of the 2 boxes and handle up to 8 panels. I like the idea but the case was huge when compared to the low voltage driver. The leads were so short on the panels, lead extensions would need to be made in order to use the line voltage driver. 



RETENTION OF PANELS 
 
DETERMINING END OF 
PANEL LIFE 
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Presentation Notes
Screws, Glue, double sided tape, and magnets are all methods we have tried. Screws look bulky on slender profile housings. Glue and double sided tape are permanent and prevent panel replacement and tend to crack glass panels if they need to be repositioned during installation. Magnets have worked as a retaining method for us but we have had some problems with the panels shifting during shipping. When does a panel become too dim to be useful?Panels don’t just go out they dim away. A problem with LEDs and the same problem with OLEDs. When dose a user know when to replace a panel? 



Progress we have made as a Manufacturer 
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Presentation Notes
We have been investigating and experimenting with OLEDs since 2012 for use in light fixtures



LED OLED 

Task Lamp Concept 2002 2013 

Sconce and Pendant Concepts X 2014 

Pendant Concepts X 2015 

Produced Custom Fixture 2006 X 

Produced Standard Product 
Pendant 2007 2016 

# Years from concept to 
Production 5 4 
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Presentation Notes
Obligatory Power Point chart



FIRST OLED CONCEPT MODEL 
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Presentation Notes
Task lamp using early OLEDs 2013



OLED CONCEPT MODELS 
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Presentation Notes
New York exhibit 2014



2015 OLED CONCEPT 
MODELS 
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Presentation Notes
Pendant concepts 2015



2016 FIRST OLED PRODUCTION FIXTURES 
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Presentation Notes
Great response from 2015 concept and decided to launch as products in 2016.



DOE GATEWAY PROJECT  
DKB ACCOUNTING FIRM 
ROCHESTER NY  
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Presentation Notes
Worked with OLEDWorks to provide fixtures for the DOE gateway project that was just completed this fall. Early feedback has been positive. Some of the comments:Provides enough light and not cause weird shadows.I can look at them directly without any pain/discomfortThey look awesome from inside and outside the building.It is much easier on the eyes (then LEDs).  Appears more like natural light.Night or early morning the light is perfect during day light it seems dimmer than fluorescent or incandescent lightThe light from OLED fixtures appears to be more natural and is not as intense compared to light from LED fixtures.They cause less fatigue in my eyesI enjoy sunlight more, but OLED is #2.I want all of our lighting to be OLED.  It's softer.I feel like they provide a better atmosphere for working in in that they are cozy but bright enough to keep you awake Also as a manufacture this opportunity gave us a chance to work out any manufacturing problems before the product launch.



MAKING OLEDS MAINSTREAM 

Improve Lumen Output 

Reduce Cost 

Improve Durability 

Zhaga Standard Panel Sizes, Drivers and Connectors 

Educate Public 
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Presentation Notes
Panels that can do more than accent lightingPricing needs to be in line with LEDsStandards will drive down costs and manufacturing problems and keep product testing to a minimum.Educate, a majority of the public are not aware of OLED lighting. We had a group of architects, lighting designers and engineers visiting our plant and I did an informal survey, 70% were not even familiar with OLEDs.



Come see the                                                   OLED Display  
 
at  
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